
Simple Solutions to Complex Problems 
 

 
 

ImageSend Simplify the electronic submission of masters to replication plants 
ImageCopy Create DDP; copy, analyze, and repair masters 
ImageMapper  Play or access DDP & CMF masters as if they were replicas 
AudioViewer  View and play audio masters; see track changes, index points 
ImageIntegrity Add Eclipse checksums and signatures to protect masters through 

the replication process 
ImageAnalysis Analyze masters for format compliance before sending to replication
ImageSignature NEW! Track and verify images as they move through the disc 

manufacturing process  
 

 
 

EclipseSuite CD/DVD Professional-grade premastering analyzes, copies and verifies CD 
and DVD images 

EclipseSuite HD & BD NEW! Next generation premastering software supporting Blu-ray and HD 
DVD. Support AACS encryption and decryption 

ImageAnalysis Analyze masters for format compliance with more than 1000 user 
configurable rules 

ImageCopy Analyze and repair images while copying to mastering server 
ImageMapper Play or access DDP & CMF DLTs or files to isolate playability 

problems 
ImageArchive Create archival DVD+R discs from tape or file while copying to the 

mastering server 
ImageIntegrity Add auto-verify and checksums to protect images through the 

replication process 
ImageSignature NEW!  Track and verify images as they move through the disc 

manufacturing process  
 

 
 

ESP 7000  Next generation All-In-One encoder 
3X HD/BD, 8R DVD 



Advanced Pulse Shaping 
All HD/BD/DVD/CD recordable formats 
CAV & CLV mastering 

ImageDecoder Automatically capture, analyze, and bit-to-bit verify EFM signals 
from any LBR 

ImageNet Software-based high speed mastering network and scheduler 
ImageCopy Analyze and repair images while copying to mastering server 
ImageIntegrity Protect your data through every step of the process, from customer 

master to replica 
 

 
 

ImageDecoder Automatically capture, analyze, and bit-to-bit verify replicas against 
original source or mastering server image 

ImageVerify Analyze and bit-to-bit verify replicas against original source or 
mastering server image 

ImageIntegrity Verify replicas even though original source is not available 
ImageSignature NEW!  Track and verify images as they move through the disc 

manufacturing process  

For more information on Eclipse's Products, please call +1 (925) 224-8880 or email 
sales@eclipsedata.com  

 


